Automated, Secure
Exchange of
Account Data
Securely exchanges cardholder
account updates, maintains PCI
compliance

Merchants face a growing challenge when it comes to staying abreast of
changes in cardholder account information. Expired cards, closed
accounts, card upgrades and replacements have caused card reissuing
rates to skyrocket—along with the burden for merchants that process
recurring transactions. A Paymetric merchant customer was previously
experiencing a 40% failure rate on recurring transactions with stored
cards. With XiUpdater, merchants no longer lose revenue for expired or
changed cards they cannot update.

Benefits
§ Reduce excessive

authorization declines and
retain more revenue
§ Reduce costs of manually

updating payment data
§ Reduce unnecessary

Securely Update Card Data
XiUpdater helps merchants manage the constant change in cardholder
information with automatic updates including changes to expiration date,
account number and account closures using our patented tokenization
technology.
Paymetric enables customers to use a card updater service without
detokenizing credit cards within their PCI protected environment. XiUpdater
puts a tokenized wrapper around the standard card updater solutions so that
raw customer data does not enter enterprise systems, therefore enabling
merchants to keep their PCI compliant environment intact.
XiUpdater is a secure solution that helps merchants:
§ Reduce excessive authorization declines and retain more revenue
§ Reduce costs of manually updating payment data
§ Reduce unnecessary customer interaction and risk of service cancellation
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XiUpdater automatically updates cardholder data, putting a tokenized wrapper around the standard card updater solutions. It ensures that
raw customer data does not enter enterprise systems, therefore enabling merchants to keep their PCI compliant environment intact.

About Paymetric
Paymetric, Inc. is the standard in secure, integrated payments. Our innovative payment acceptance solutions
expedite and secure the order-to-cash process, improve ePayment acceptance rates and reduce the scope and
financial burden of PCI compliance. Leading global brands rely on Paymetric for the only fully integrated,
processor-agnostic tokenization solution, supported by dedicated customer service. Paymetric is a nationally
award-winning industry leader recognized for continual innovation, SAP partnership and world-class support. For
more information, visit paymetric.com.
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